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Abstract

Many novel processor architectures expose their processing units (PUs) and internal datapaths to the compiler. To avoid an unnecessary synchronization of PUs, the datapaths are often buffered which results in buffered exposed datapath (BED) architectures. This paper suggests a code generation technique for BED architectures from dataflow graphs that are used as intermediate program representations. Inspired by results on queue layouts in graph drawing, we determine in this paper constraints for the node and edge orderings of the dataflow graphs to ensure the first-in-first-out behavior of the buffers. Formalizing these constraints in propositional logic enables SAT solvers to compute optimal PU allocations. Moreover, future code generation techniques may develop heuristics based on the code generation criteria of this paper.

CCS Concepts:  
• Software and its engineering → Dataflow architectures; Compilers;  
• Computer systems organization → Parallel architectures; Dataflow architectures; Heterogeneous (hybrid) systems; Stack machines;  
• Hardware → Hardware accelerators.
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1 Introduction

Most commercial processors are RISC processors that access the main memory exclusively by load/store instructions while all other instructions use registers for their operands and results. With increasing chip sizes, it became possible to integrate many processing units (PUs) on a single processor core to exploit the instruction-level parallelism (ILP) of programs. However, the so-far used code generators focus on a minimal use of registers instead of an optimal use of ILP. Moreover, the use of ILP is limited by the number of available registers since each operation finally has to store its result in a register. Increasing the number of registers, however, does not scale well with the chip size.

Recent processor architectures like RAW/Tilera [75, 76, 78], TRIPS [12, 66], DySER [39], TTAs [14–16, 48, 52], AMIDAR [38], and SCAD [2, 5–7, 69] are hybrid dataflow architectures [8, 11, 49, 80]: They execute sequential programs with a control-flow (i.e., a single program counter and branch instructions), but use more or less explicitly dataflow graphs aka dataflow process networks (DPNs) [60] as instructions. Some architectures like WaveScalar [72–74] are even pure dataflow machines without a program counter. To avoid unnecessary synchronization between the PUs, FIFO buffers (queues) are often used at the I/O ports of the PUs resulting in buffered exposed datapath (BED) architectures. Avoiding the use of registers at all reveals similarities to classic queue machines (see Section 2).

The code generation for BED architectures must rethink current compiler techniques: The prevalent depth-first traversal of syntax trees minimizes the use of registers [33, 70], but limits the use of ILP. To increase the use of ILP, it would be much better to evaluate expression trees level-by-level. However, there is still a big problem for BED architectures: We have to obey the FIFO principle of their buffers which means that we can only access the head elements of the input buffers as operands for executing the next instruction. For expression trees, it is easily seen that a level-by-level left-to-right traversal yields an ordering of the nodes such that all values can be piped through a single queue in such a way that the next operation can access its operands from the head of the queue and can add its result to the tail of the queue. For directed acyclic graphs, however, the problem becomes much more difficult (i.e., NP-complete).
To generalize these algorithms from expression trees to entire programs, it is suggested in this paper to use DPNs for BED code generation. To this end, we consider DPNs with a suitable set of nodes (see Table 1) that are powerful enough to allow a translation from sequential programs to these DPNs [68]. Inspired by results from graph drawing, we then show that the DPNs should be leveled which essentially means that a schedule for the nodes is determined in such a way that all operands of a node are produced at the same level in the schedule. Leveling can be easily done by adding copy nodes on edges where needed. For the following allocation of PUs for the nodes, it is important to analyze edge crossings in the leveled DPN. As a main result of this paper, we prove that edge crossings that use the same 'virtual channel' (see Definition 1) have to be avoided by the node ordering and PU allocation. For edge crossings that refer to different virtual channels, we generate code sequences that ensure that all operations will find their operands as heads of the input buffers. We use these insights to precisely formulate correct and complete code generation criteria as SAT constraints to enable SAT solvers to derive move code with a minimal number of PUs. Our code generation criteria also provide a basis for code generation heuristics, since any PU assignment and node ordering must avoid these critical edge crossings.

The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 briefly explains queue and BED architectures and points out the notion of virtual channels that will become important in the later sections. As intermediate program representation for BED architectures, we use leveled DPNs using the nodes listed in Table 1 in Section 3 [68]. In Section 4, we review results from queue layouts in graph drawing. The core of the paper is Section 5 where we prove how code can be generated by avoiding edge crossings in the DPNs whose edges refer to the same virtual channel. Section 6 finally formulates our code generation criteria as SAT constraints to provide a basis for BED code generation.

2 Queue and BED Machines

2.1 Queue Machines

Queue machines were initially considered as an abstract machine model that is as powerful as Turing machines [9, 77]. A queue machine is essentially a finite state machine with an additional unbounded FIFO queue as external memory. While running, the queue machine may consume values from the head of its queue and may produce new values to be added to the tail of its queue. Pioneering work on the theory of queue machines is found in [9, 13, 77] where it has been shown that they are as powerful as Turing machines. Further work on the theory of queue machines is found in [10, 13, 59] where also applications for real-time computing were considered.

Earliest work on code generation for queue machines has been done by [34] where it has already been recognized that code must be generated by a level-wise left-to-right or right-to-left traversal of expression DAGs. Proceeding this way, the operands for each instruction are always found at the head of the queue when needed. They also observed that several of the instructions can be executed in parallel where all required operands are read at once from the queue, then the instructions are all executed in parallel, and finally all the results are concatenated to the tail of the queue (in the right order).

A first hardware implementation (even though only presented as a software model) has been reported in [64, 65] where also the mapping of acyclic dataflow graphs to queue programs is discussed. However, the machine described in [64, 65] is not really a queue machine, since results can also be stored in registers and can be moreover inserted anywhere in the queue. The reason for this was obviously the lack of a code generator for true queue machines as described in [67].

In [67], a hardware synthesis based on dataflow graphs and queue machines is described that is based on results on queue layouts in graph drawing as mentioned in Section 4. In particular, the DPNs were made level-planar with suitable copy and swap nodes to avoid all edge crossings. According to Theorem 8, this allows one to produce queue code by a level-by-level left-to-right traversal.

2.2 BED Architectures

Buffered exposed datapath (BED) architectures are generalizations of queue machines for parallel computation. Therefore, BED architectures have many processing units (PUs) whose input and output ports have FIFO buffers as shown in Figure 1. Every buffer has a unique address so that the program of a BED architecture can tell each PU from which output buffers the next values for its input buffers will come from, and also to which input buffers the PU has to send its outputs. Besides the PUs for executing arithmetic-logical instructions, a BED architecture also has a control unit (CU) for fetching instructions from the program memory and issuing these to the PUs, and moreover at least one load/store unit (LSU) to access the main memory. The compiler will determine the data transports from output buffers to input buffers as well as the allocation of PUs for the instructions.
In the most explicit form, the program of a BED architecture consists of a sequence of move instructions \( \text{src} \rightarrow \text{tgt} \) that denote a data transport from output buffer \( \text{src} \) to input buffer \( \text{tgt} \). Such move instructions were originally introduced for transport-triggered architectures \([14–16, 48, 52]\), but can be used in any BED architecture as well. Using the program counter, the control unit (CU) of the BED architecture will fetch the next move instruction \( \text{src} \rightarrow \text{tgt} \) from the instruction memory and will make it available to the PUs \( \mathcal{P}_\text{src} \) owning output buffer \( \text{src} \) and \( \mathcal{P}_\text{tgt} \) owning input buffer \( \text{tgt} \). \( \mathcal{P}_\text{src} \) will then send the value at the head of its output buffer src through the interconnection network to input buffer tgt of PU \( \mathcal{P}_\text{tgt} \) which will add that value to its tail. If output buffer src should be empty (because the value has not yet been computed), \( \mathcal{P}_\text{src} \) will remember to send that value to address tgt as soon as the value is available, and also \( \mathcal{P}_\text{tgt} \) will remember to receive that value from address src as the next value of input buffer tgt.

If the required operands of an instruction are available at the heads of the input buffers of the PU executing that instruction, then these operands are consumed and the output values are produced. These output values are then concatenated to the tails of the corresponding output buffers. Note that the execution of the PUs and the data transports may be decoupled in time since the PUs can remember the required data transports if the values are not yet available and will perform them as soon as possible.

As a parallel architecture, BED architectures will typically issue many move instructions at any point of time, and hence, also many instructions are executed at any point of time to exploit the ILP of the programs. It is also possible to issue a bundle of move instructions similar to VLIW processors by the CU to the corresponding PUs at once. The interconnection network must therefore be able to connect any output buffer with any input buffer. Preferably, nonblocking networks should be used that allow one to implement any permutation of I/O addresses at any point of time (see [50]).

Since any output buffer src of a PU \( \mathcal{P}_\text{src} \) can send values to any input buffer tgt of the same or another PU \( \mathcal{P}_\text{tgt} \), there are many software-controlled configurable datapaths in a BED architecture:

**Definition 1 (Virtual Channels).** A BED architecture with PUs having input buffers \( I = \{I_1, \ldots, I_m\} \) and output buffers \( O = \{O_1, \ldots, O_n\} \) has the virtual channels \( I \times O \) referring to move instructions \( \{O_i \rightarrow I_j \mid O_i \in O, I_j \in I\} \).

In [69], we have shown how to avoid a quadratic growth of the chip size by implementing the above channels using ‘virtual buffers’ such that the chip size only grows linearly with the number of PUs.

Finally, note that a PU may implement any kind of function with an arbitrary number of inputs and outputs. In this paper, we consider universal PUs that are capable to execute the operations of the DPN nodes listed in Table 1 with typical arithmetic-logic operations \( \circ \). To that end, the PUs require also an input buffer for the instruction’s opcode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntax</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( (y) := C(x) )</td>
<td>( t = \text{get}(x) ) ( \text{push}(t, y) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (y_0, y_1) := D(x) )</td>
<td>( t_0 = \text{get}(x) ) ( \text{push}(t_0, y_0) ) ( \text{push}(t_1, y_1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (y_0, y_1) := S(x_0, x_1) )</td>
<td>( l_0 = \text{get}(x_0) ) ( t_1 = \text{get}(x_1) ) ( \text{push}(t_1, y_0) ) ( \text{push}(t_0, y_1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (y) := J(x_0, x_1) )</td>
<td>( l_0 = \text{get}(x_0) ) ( t_1 = \text{get}(x_1) ) ( \text{push}(t_0, y) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( () := K(x) )</td>
<td>( t = \text{get}(x) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Control Flow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntax</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( (y) := \text{SEL}(c, x_1, x_0) )</td>
<td>( t_c = \text{get}(c) ) ( t_1 = \text{if}(t_c) \text{ then get}(x_1) ) ( \text{else get}(x_0) ) ( \text{push}(t_1, y) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (y_1, y_0) := \text{SWT}(c, x) )</td>
<td>( t_c = \text{get}(c) ) ( t_x = \text{get}(x) ) ( \text{if}(t_c) \text{ then push}(t_x, y_1) ) ( \text{else push}(t_x, y_0) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Memory Access

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntax</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( (t_{\text{out}}, y) := \text{LD}(a, t_kin) )</td>
<td>( t_a = \text{get}(adr) ) ( t_m = \text{get}(t_{kin}) ) ( \text{push}([a, t_a], y) ) ( \text{push}(t_m, t_{\text{out}}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (t_{\text{out}}) := \text{ST}(a, t_kin, x) )</td>
<td>( t_a = \text{get}(adr) ) ( t_m = \text{get}(t_{kin}) ) ( t_x = \text{get}(x) ) ( \text{mem}[a, t_a] = t_x ) ( \text{push}(t_m, t_{\text{out}}) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Data Operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntax</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( (y) := \text{Const}(c) )</td>
<td>( \text{push}(c, y) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (y) := \text{MonOp}(f, x) )</td>
<td>( t_x = \text{get}(x) ) ( \text{push}(f(t_x), y) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (y) := \text{BinOp}(\circ, x_0, x_1) )</td>
<td>( l_0 = \text{get}(x_0) ) ( t_1 = \text{get}(x_1) ) ( \text{push}(l_0 \circ t_1, y) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (y) := \text{ITE}(c, x_1, x_0) )</td>
<td>( t_c = \text{get}(c) ) ( t_1 = \text{get}(x_1) ) ( l_0 = \text{get}(x_0) ) ( \text{if}(t_c) \text{ then push}(t_1, y) ) ( \text{else push}(t_0, y) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 3 Dataflow Process Networks (DPNs)

A dataflow graph aka dataflow process network (DPN) \([60]\) is a directed graph whose vertices are process nodes and whose edges are FIFO buffers, i.e., queues, storing values that
are also called tokens. A process node can fire if its input buffers have sufficiently many tokens, where 'sufficiently' depends on the particular kind of node (see Table 1). If the node fires, it consumes tokens from its input buffers, and adds the produced tokens to the tails of its output buffers.

Table 1 lists the syntax and semantics of all DPN nodes in an operational manner using the following basic operations on buffers:

- **get(x)** consumes and returns the head of buffer x, i.e., for a nonempty buffer \( x = [x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}] \), it returns the head value \( x_0 \) and removes \( x_0 \) from \( x \). If \( x \) is empty, get(x) will wait until a value arrives in \( x \) that can be returned. Hence, get(x) is a blocking read operation as required by Kahn [57, 58].
- **push(x, y)** adds value \( x \) to the tail of buffer \( y \); i.e., buffer \( y = [y_0, \ldots, y_{n-1}] \) becomes \( y \cdot x = [y_0, \ldots, y_{n-1}, x] \)

Using these read and write operations on buffers, the meaning of the nodes listed in Table 1 should be clear (see [68] for more information and a translation from sequential programs to dataflow graphs using these nodes). We just remark here that all nodes except for the load/store nodes are Kahn nodes since they are based on the above blocking read method and do not hold a local or global state. The load/store nodes access the shared memory mem[a, ..., ] determined by the additional parameter 'a' (which could be an array) of the load/store nodes.

In addition to the operands they need for the memory access, the operands they need for the memory access, the load/store nodes of the same segment are connected by a token chain (input \( t_{kin} \) and output \( t_{kout} \)) to enforce the sequential order given by a program so that races on the memory are avoided.

### 4 Linear Graph Layouts

To generate code from DPNs, we have to compute (1) a schedule, i.e., we have to map the nodes of the DPN to points of time when they shall be executed, and (2) an allocation that maps each node to one of the PUs of the BED machine. As we will see in this section, scheduling is done best by levelizing a DPN, and the PUs allocation has to avoid crossings of edges that refer to the same virtual channels as we will prove in the following section. These results are based on a couple of results from graph drawing considered in this section.

#### 4.1 Queue Layouts of Graphs

A general method for drawing graphs [18, 71] is to first partition the vertices into levels such that edges only connect vertices of levels \( i \) and \( j > i \) and then to permute the vertices of each level to minimize the number of edge crossings. In particular, one considers so-called linear graph layouts where the vertices of a graph are placed along a single line, i.e., imposing a total order on the nodes such that the edges have to fulfill certain requirements. For instance, for queue layouts [47], we have the following requirements:

**Definition 2 (Queue Layouts [47]).** A \( k \)-queue layout of a directed or undirected graph \( G = (V, E) \) is given by a total ordering \( \leq \) of the vertices \( V \) of the graph \( G \) and a partition of the edges \( E \) of the graph \( G \) into \( k \) equivalence classes (queues) given by a mapping \( x : E \rightarrow \{1, \ldots, k\} \) such that crossing edges must not be assigned to the same queue, i.e., for all \((x_1, y_1) \in E \) and all \((x_2, y_2) \in E \), a crossing \( x_1 \leq x_2 \leq y_2 \leq y_1 \) implies \( x(x_1, y_1) \neq x(x_2, y_2) \). The minimal number \( k \) needed for a \( k \)-queue layout is called the queue number of the graph.

[24, 42, 47] also considers \( k \)-stack layouts and compares them with \( k \)-queue layouts which reveals many surprising differences between both. We will however only consider queue layouts in the following. The seminal paper [47] already conjectured that planar graphs have a bounded queue number which has just recently been proved [21, 22, 25] after a series of papers [3, 19, 20, 23, 26, 27]. The currently known lower bound is 4 and the currently known best upper bound is 49 for planar graphs. Moreover, [1] proves that the queue number of planar 3-trees has upper bound five and shows that the lower bound is four. Finally, series-parallel graphs, i.e., graphs with tree-width 2, have queue number 3 [79].

In terms of BED architectures, we interpret \( k \)-queue layouts as follows: we consider the given graph \( G = (V, E) \) as a DPN and use the total ordering of the vertices as a sequential schedule to fire the nodes on a machine with \( k \)-queues for storing the operand and result values. When the sequential schedule reaches a node, then all its operands (that correspond to the incoming edges) must be found as heads of the \( k \) queues so that the node can fire. The obtained result values (that correspond to the outgoing edges) are then added to the tails of the queues.

#### 4.2 Queue Layouts with Given Vertex Orderings

If we consider a given vertex ordering \( \leq \), then major obstacles for queue layouts are \( k \)-crossings:

**Definition 3 (k-Crossings).** Consider a graph \( G = (V, E) \) with a total ordering \( \leq \) of its vertices \( V \). Any set of \( k \) edges \( (x_1, y_1), \ldots, (x_k, y_k) \) with \( x_1 \leq x_2 \leq \ldots \leq x_{k-1} \leq x_k \) form a \( k \)-crossing if their endpoints are ordered in the opposite way \( y_k \leq y_{k-1} \leq \ldots \leq y_2 \leq y_1 \).

The following theorem reveals that \( k \)-crossings are the major obstacles for generating \( k \)-queue layouts:

**Theorem 1 (Layouts with Fixed Variable Ordering [47]).** A graph \( G = (V, E) \) with a total ordering \( \leq \) has \( k \)-queue layout if and only if it does not have a \( k \)-crossing.

For a fixed vertex ordering, it is therefore simple to check whether a \( k \)-queue layout exists: We just have to check whether the graph contains a \( k \)-crossing:

---

1By the considered ordering \( \leq \) of the vertices, we induce an orientation on the edges of an undirected graph.
Theorem 2 (Layouts with Fixed Variable Ordering [47]). Checking whether a graph with a given vertex ordering has a k-queue layout can be done in linear time.

4.3 Recognizing 1-Queue Graphs

The execution of a DPN on a k-queue machine requires us to determine the vertex ordering, i.e., the sequential schedule, as well as the assignment of the edges to the k-queues, i.e., the allocation of PUs. For the case k = 1, the PU allocation becomes trivial. Moreover, the code for a 1-queue machine can also be run on a k-queue machine for any number k in that we may distribute the work arbitrarily on the PUs. We are therefore interested in 1-queue layouts.

For a 1-queue layout, Definition 2 demands that for any pair of edges \((x_1, y_1)\) and \((x_2, y_2)\) with \(x_1 \leq x_2\), we have to have \(y_1 \leq y_2\). Heath and Rosenberg proved that undirected 1-queue graphs are exactly the arched level-planar graphs which are defined below, and Pemmeraju et al. [43, 44, 46, 63] showed the same for directed graphs:

Definition 4 (Arched Level-Planar Graphs [43, 44, 46, 47, 63]). A graph \(G = (V, E)\) is a level-planar graph with \(l\) levels if there exists a total ordering \(\preceq\) on the vertices and a function \(h : V \rightarrow \{1, \ldots, l\}\) such that (1) there is no crossing of edges and (2) \((x, y) \in E\) with \(x \preceq y\) implies \(h(y) = h(x) + 1\).

For each level \(l \in \{1, \ldots, l\}\), define \(b_l\) (bottom) and \(t_l\) (top) as the minimal and maximal vertices of level \(l\), and let \(s_l\) be the first vertex in level \(l\) that is adjacent to some vertex in level \(l + 1\), or, if there are no edges between levels \(l\) and \(l + 1\), let \(s_l := t_l\). An arch at level \(l\) is an edge from \(t_l\) to a vertex \(j\) with \(b_l \leq j \leq \min\{s_l, t_l - 1\}\) (where \(t_l - 1\) is the predecessor of \(t_l\) w.r.t. \(\preceq\)).

Arches are edges from the topmost vertex \(t_l\) of a level \(l\) to a vertex of the same level that occurs before the first vertex of the same level having an edge to the next level [47]. Clearly, arches can be drawn around the graph so that there is no crossing. The following theorem characterizes the graphs with a 1-queue layout as the arched level-planar graphs:

Theorem 3 (Arched Level-Planar Graphs [43, 44, 46, 47, 63]). A directed [47] or undirected [43, 44, 46, 63] graph has a 1-queue layout if and only if it is an arched level-planar graph.

Hence, for checking the existence of a 1-queue layout, we have to check whether the graph is arched level-planar. For undirected graphs, this problem is NP-complete:

Theorem 4 (Undirected Arched Level-Planar Graphs [47]). Given an undirected graph, the following problems are NP-complete:

- checking whether the graph is arched level-planar
- checking whether the graph is level-planar
- checking whether the graph has a 1-queue layout

From the above results, it also follows that determining the queue number of a graph is NP-complete. The situation is different for directed acyclic graphs (DAGs):

Theorem 5 (Directed Arched Level-Planar Graphs [43, 45, 53, 63]). Checking whether a DAG is an arched level-planar DAG can be done in linear time. Hence, checking whether a DAG has a 1-queue layout can be done in linear time.

However, recognizing k-queue DAGs is not as simple as recognizing 1-queue DAGs: [45, 63] already proved the NP-completeness of recognizing 4-queue DAGs. Note also the criticism of [53] on the original proof given in [43, 45, 63] and its correction in [53, 54].

Another linear-time algorithm has been determined for the special case of bipartite graphs, i.e., directed graphs with only two levels. Eades et al. [28–31, 35] present in [29, 30] a linear-time algorithm for drawing bipartite graphs without edge crossings, if possible. Moreover, they show that the problem of minimizing crossings by determining an ordering of one level while fixing the ordering of the other level is NP-complete. Their linear-time algorithm to determine vertex orderings given in [29, 30] is based on caterpillars [32, 40]:

Definition 5 (Caterpillar [29, 30]). An undirected graph \(G = (V, E)\) is a caterpillar if it is a tree with one path called the backbone, which contains all vertices of degree bigger than one.

Theorem 6 (Caterpillar [29, 30]). A bipartite undirected graph is level-planar if and only if it is a collection of caterpillars. A connected bipartite undirected graph is level-planar if and only if it is a caterpillar.

Hence, checking whether a bipartite graph has a level-planar drawing is done by checking whether it is a set of caterpillars: To this end, we have to determine the backbones of the caterpillars which can be done by simply deleting all vertices of degree 1 (which removes the legs of the caterpillars) and checking that the remaining vertices form a set of paths. According to the theorem above, there is a level-planar drawing if we find a collection of caterpillars, and that already gives us the level-planar drawing.

The linear-time algorithm for checking whether a given bipartite graph has a level-planar drawing can be extended to further levels by checking the consistency of node orders of the different levels similar to the algorithm using PQ-trees [43, 45, 63] and [53, 54]. An alternative quadratic time testing and embedding algorithm that uses vertex-exchange graphs was developed by Healy and Kuusik [41].

The DPNs obtained from sequential programs are special directed graphs and also special, i.e., quasi-static, DPNs [68]. However, even with the restriction to basic blocks, we may still require more than one PU (and thus more than one queue) for their execution (see Figures 2, 3, and 4). Since S (swap) and SWT (switch) nodes are not used for the translation of basic blocks [68], the only nodes with outdegree > 1 in DPNs of basic blocks are D (duplicate) nodes. Hence, the backbone of a caterpillar in a leveled DPN is an inter-leaving of D nodes \(D_1, \ldots, D_k\) at a level \(L_i\) and other nodes \(N_0, \ldots, N_k\) with indegree > 1 at level \(L_{i+1}\) (see Figure 3).
While checking whether a given bipartite graph has a level-planar drawing can be done in linear time, the minimization of the number of crossings is NP-complete even if an ordering of one level of the bipartite graph is fixed:

**Theorem 7** (Crossing Minimization of Bipartite Graphs). The following crossing minimization problems are NP-complete:

- **Two-Level Ordering** [37, 51]: Checking whether there are orderings of the vertices in both levels of a bipartite graph such that there are at most c crossings is NP-complete.
- **One-Level Ordering** [29, 31]: Checking whether there is an ordering of the vertices in one level for a fixed ordering of the vertices of the other level of a bipartite graph such that there are at most c crossings is NP-complete.
- **Planarization** [30, 36, 61, 62]: Removing the minimal number of edges from a 2-level graph such that the remaining graph is planar is NP-complete.

A reduction of the crossing minimization problem to an ILP problem is presented in [55, 56]. Heuristics for reducing crossings are found in [28, 31, 55, 56, 62]. In particular, [51] considers the median and the barycentric heuristics to minimize crossings for the one-level ordering problem.

5 **BED Code Generation from DPNs**

In this section, we explain how to generate move code for BED machines from dataflow graphs. To this end, we use DPNs as described in Section 3 as intermediate representation of the given sequential program [68]. Based on the results of queue layouts of graphs, we use leveled DPNs and have to avoid certain edge crossings by choosing suitable node orderings and PU assignments for code generation (see Theorem 8). To discuss which edge crossings of the leveled DPN must be avoided, we first have to determine how the buffers of the DPN nodes are mapped to the buffers of the PUs of the BED machine in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 contains then a main insight of the paper in that only those edge crossings have to be avoided that refer to the same virtual channel, i.e., to the same move instruction src → tgt. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 discuss then the need of edge orderings and how these can be derived from node orderings.

### 5.1 Mapping DPN Buffers to PU Buffers

To decide whether an edge crossing in a leveled DPN is a critical one (see Section 5.2), we first have to map the buffers of the DPN nodes to the buffers of the PUs of the BED machine. If we would use only one input and one output buffer for all PUs, the BED machine would become equivalent to a queue machine, and every edge crossing would be a critical one according to Theorem 3. However, we will see in Theorem 8 that the more input and output buffers PUs have, the less conflicts will arise. For instance, we may use the following mapping of the DPN buffers to the input/output buffers of PUs with three input buffers \(i_{n0}, i_{n1}, i_{n2}\) and two output buffers \(o_{n0}, o_{n1}\):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>node</th>
<th>(i_{n0})</th>
<th>(i_{n1})</th>
<th>(i_{n2})</th>
<th>(o_{n0})</th>
<th>(o_{n1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((y) := C(x))</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((y, y') := D(x))</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((y, y') := S(x_0, x_1))</td>
<td>(x_0)</td>
<td>(x_1)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((y) := J(x_0, x_1))</td>
<td>(x_0)</td>
<td>(x_1)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((x, x') := K(x))</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Looking at the above table, we see that only SEL, ITE, and ST\(_a\) nodes use all three input buffers. Fortunately, we do not have to consider SEL and SWT nodes in the BED code since these nodes are replaced by branch instructions in the BED code (recall that BED architectures are still sequential processors with a program counter). Hence, we can ignore SEL and SWT nodes. We can also ignore ITE nodes since these can be replaced by other nodes (see [68]).

Finally, since BED programs are sequential programs, they provide a strict ordering of the move code instructions. Clearly, that ordering of the instructions will follow the token chains of the load/store nodes so that there is no longer a need for the access tokens \(t_{k\text{in}}\) and \(t_{k\text{out}}\) in the BED code. Note that these access tokens just impose constraints for scheduling the DPN as already done in the scheduling (leveling) phase.

Hence, we actually need at most two input and two output buffers for implementing the DPN nodes in the BED machine. Therefore, we define the following standard PU and buffer mapping for the rest of the paper:

**Definition 6** (Mapping DPN Buffers to PU Buffers). The standard PU of a BED machine has input buffers \(i_{n}, i_{n},\) and opc for the left-hand side operand, the right-hand side operand, and the opcode of an instruction, and output buffers \(o_{n}, o_{n}\) for the possible two result values. The input and output buffers of the DPN nodes shown in Table 1 except for nodes SEL, SW, and ITE are mapped as follows to the PU input and output buffers (recall that array access tokens can be ignored in the BED code):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>node</th>
<th>(i_{n})</th>
<th>(i_{n})</th>
<th>opc</th>
<th>(o_{n})</th>
<th>(o_{n})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((y) := C(x))</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((y, y') := D(x))</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((y, y') := S(x_0, x_1))</td>
<td>(x_0)</td>
<td>(x_1)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((y) := J(x_0, x_1))</td>
<td>(x_0)</td>
<td>(x_1)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((x, x') := K(x))</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((t_{k\text{out}}, y) := LD_{a}(adr, t_{k\text{in}}))</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((t_{k\text{out}}) := ST_{a}(adr, t_{k\text{in}}, x))</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(x)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note that if more than one DPN buffer would have to be mapped to the same PU buffer, the consumption/production order as specified in Table 1 has to be respected. For instance, if ITE nodes shall be used, we may map e to inL and $x_1, x_0$ to inR (in that order).

As we will see by Theorem 8, having two input and two output buffers for operands and results allows us to resolve many crossings without the need of swap nodes or the need for further PUs.

### 5.2 Critical Crossings in Leveled DPNs

According to Theorem 5, we have to resolve all crossings in a leveled DPN to be able to generate code for a 1-queue machine. However, if PUs have more than one input or more than one output buffer, it turns out that not all crossings are critical. To understand which crossings are critical, recall that we generate the move code from a leveled DPN by a level-by-level left-to-right traversal. When reaching a node, we assume that the inputs are found as the heads of the input buffers so that the node can fire at this point of time. Also, we may assume that the output values are produced at this point of time.

Consider two DPN buffers (or edges) $p_1 \rightarrow q_1$ and $p_2 \rightarrow q_2$ with $p_1 < p_2$ and $q_2 < q_1$ so that they form a crossing. Assume that $p_1 \rightarrow q_1$ and $p_2 \rightarrow q_2$ correspond by the chosen buffer mapping to move instructions $src_1 \rightarrow tgt_1$ and $src_2 \rightarrow tgt_2$ on the BED machine, respectively. Finally, assume that these moves transport the values $v_1, v_2$ produced by the nodes $p_1, p_2$, respectively. Due to the level-by-level left-to-right schedule, value $v_1$ is produced by $p_1$ and put in output buffer $src_1$ before the value $v_2$ is produced by $p_2$ and put in output buffer $src_2$. Moreover, value $v_2$ is consumed by $q_2$ before value $v_1$ is consumed by $q_1$ in the next level due to our node schedule. Ordering the move instructions in the BED program depends on certain cases as discussed below:

1. If $src_1 \neq src_2$ and $tgt_1 \neq tgt_2$ holds, then the two moves are independent of each other and can be issued in any order. A crossing of such edges is uncritical, since the head elements of different buffers become tail elements of different buffers.

2. If $src_1 \neq src_2$ and $tgt_1 = tgt_2$ holds, then the values $v_1, v_2$ are found in different output buffers and have to be moved to the same input buffer $tgt := tgt_1 = tgt_2$. As in the next level, $v_2$ is expected before $v_1$ in this input buffer tgt, we must issue first $src_2 \rightarrow tgt_2$ and then $src_1 \rightarrow tgt_1$ to ensure the required consumption order. Note that this is possible since $src_1 \neq src_2$ holds so that we can access the values $v_1, v_2$ in any order even though $v_1$ has been produced before $v_2$.

3. If $src_1 = src_2$ and $tgt_1 \neq tgt_2$ holds, then the values $v_1, v_2$ have to be moved from the same output buffer $src := src_1 = src_2$ to different input buffers $tgt_1 \neq tgt_2$. Due to our node schedule, $v_1$ occurs before $v_2$ in the output buffer src. We therefore have to put first $src_1 \rightarrow tgt_1$ and then $src_2 \rightarrow tgt_2$ in the move code program. Note that this is no problem even if $v_2$ is consumed before $v_1$ in the next level, since the values become tails of different input buffers $tgt_1 \neq tgt_2$.

4. If $src_1 = src_2$ and $tgt_1 = tgt_2$ holds, then the values $v_1, v_2$ have to be moved from the same input buffer $src := src_1 = src_2$ to the same input buffer $tgt := tgt_1 \neq tgt_2$. Due to the schedule, $v_1$ has been produced and put in output buffer src before $v_2$. We cannot handle this case without a swap operation since we have to move $v_1$ first since it is the head of the output buffer src, but we need to consume $v_2$ first from buffer tgt.

We therefore have proved the following theorem:

**Theorem 8** (Crossings of Virtual Channels). Consider two crossing DPN edges $v_1 : p_1 \rightarrow q_1$ and $v_2 : p_2 \rightarrow q_2$ with $p_1 < p_2$ and $q_2 < q_1$ that correspond by the mapping of DPN buffers to PU buffers to the move instructions $src_1 \rightarrow tgt_1$ and $src_2 \rightarrow tgt_2$, respectively. Then, the following holds

- If $src_1 \neq src_2$, and $tgt_1 \neq tgt_2$ holds, then every order of $src_1 \rightarrow tgt_1$ and $src_2 \rightarrow tgt_2$ in the move code is correct.
- If $src_1 = src_2$, and $tgt_1 \neq tgt_2$ holds, then $src_1 \rightarrow tgt_1$ must occur before $src_2 \rightarrow tgt_2$ in the move code.
- If $src_1 \neq src_2$, and $tgt_1 = tgt_2$ holds, then $src_2 \rightarrow tgt_2$ must occur before $src_1 \rightarrow tgt_1$ in the move code.
- If $src_1 = src_2$, and $tgt_1 = tgt_2$ holds, then there is no correct move code sequence.

The above theorem therefore derives from a given node ordering constraints for edge orderings, i.e., constraints for ordering move instructions in the move code. Moreover, note that even if the DPN edges $v_1 : p_1 \rightarrow q_1$ and $v_2 : p_2 \rightarrow q_2$ do not have a crossing, i.e., $p_1 < p_2$ and $q_1 \leq q_2$ holds, the move code sequence must still be consistent with the node schedule. That is, if the edges are mapped to the same output (resp. input) buffers in the BED machine, the move instructions should be appropriately ordered to dequeue (resp. enqueue) values $v_1, v_2$ in that order following the node schedule.

Since a 1-queue machine has only one virtual channel, all crossings are critical. For a k-queue machine with $k > 1$ and a k-BED machine with $k \geq 1$ where PUs have more than one input or more than one output buffer, many crossings are uncritical for move code generation.

### 5.3 Deriving Edge Orderings from Node Orderings

For a given node ordering, we have to make sure that the constraints of Theorem 8 can be satisfied by a suitable edge ordering, i.e., a move code program. Given a node ordering, it is not difficult to determine a related edge ordering (or move instruction ordering) by a kind of symbolic simulation: To that end, we compute for every input and output buffer of every PU the stream of values that will pass through that buffer. This is done by ordering the DPN nodes and selecting the operands and results associated with the buffers.
For example, consider the DPN shown in Figures 2 and 3 that we will schedule on two PUs such that the nodes with even and odd indices are scheduled to PU[0] and PU[1], respectively. The nodes are simply ordered by their indices in this example.

Scanning the nodes from top to bottom (following the node ordering), we extract the following streams for the buffers of the PUs:

PU[0]inL : x00, x02, v00, v02, x10, x12, x11, x13, x20, x22, x21, x23
PU[0]inR : v01, w00, v13, w12, v21, w22
PU[0]outL : x30, x32, x31, x33, x30, x32, x31, x33
PU[0]outR : w00, w02, w10, w12, w20, w22
PU[1]inL : x03, x01, x03, w03, w13, w11, w13, w23, w22, w21
PU[1]inR : v03, w01, v11, w10, v23, w20
PU[1]outL : x30, x32, x31, x33, x30, x32, x31, x33
PU[1]outR : w03, w01, w13, w11, w13, w23, w21

From these streams, it is straightforward to generate the move code program: We just have to check during a symbolic execution which output and input buffers have the same heads and whenever two heads match, we may issue that move instruction (inputs and outputs can be moved directly). For this example, we therefore obtain the move program shown in Figure 4.

Figure 2. Program MinTwoPUsNeeded and its DPN

5.4 Existence of Edge Orderings

Section 5.3 explains how to generate move code for a BED machine from a DPN with a given node ordering (if possible) such that the constraints of Theorem 8 are satisfied. Note that each edge crossing may impose an ordering constraint for the corresponding move code instructions, and we have to satisfy all of these constraints at the end. We therefore also have to enforce the existence of edge orderings.

As we will demonstrate with the example below, it is thereby necessary that the constraints on the ordering of the move code are consistently embedded in an edge ordering. To see this, consider the following example program on the left that is translated to the DPN on the right-hand side below:
x00 → PU[0].inL // move x00
x02 → PU[0].inL // move x02
x01 → PU[1].inL // move x01
x03 → PU[1].inL // move x03
Dup → PU[0].opc // fire N08: (v00, w00) := Dup(x00)
Dup → PU[1].opc // fire N01: (v01, w01) := Dup(x01)
Dup → PU[0].opc // fire N02: (v02, w02) := Dup(x02)
Dup → PU[1].opc // fire N03: (v03, w03) := Dup(x03)
PU[0].outL → PU[0].inL // move v00
PU[0].outL → PU[0].inL // move v02
PU[1].outL → PU[1].inR // move v01
PU[1].outR → PU[1].inL // move w00
PU[1].outR → PU[1].inL // move w01
PU[1].outR → PU[1].inL // move w03
PU[0].outR → PU[1].inR // move v03
AddN → PU[0].opc // fire N04: (x10) := AddN(v00, v01)
AddN → PU[1].opc // fire N05: (x11) := AddN(w01, v03)
AddN → PU[0].opc // fire N06: (x12) := AddN(v02, w00)
AddN → PU[1].opc // fire N07: (x13) := AddN(w03, w02)
PU[0].outL → PU[0].inL // move x10
PU[0].outL → PU[0].inL // move x12
PU[1].outL → PU[1].inL // move x11
PU[1].outL → PU[1].inL // move x13
PU[1].outL → PU[1].inL // move w10
PU[1].outL → PU[1].inL // move w12
PU[0].outR → PU[0].inL // move v10
PU[0].outR → PU[0].inL // move v11
PU[1].outR → PU[1].inL // move v11
PU[1].outR → PU[1].inL // move v13
PU[0].outR → PU[0].inL // move w10
PU[0].outR → PU[0].inL // move w12
PU[1].outR → PU[1].inL // move w12
AddN → PU[0].opc // fire N12: (x20) := AddN(v10, v13)
AddN → PU[1].opc // fire N13: (x21) := AddN(v11, w11)
AddN → PU[0].opc // fire N14: (x22) := AddN(v12, w12)
AddN → PU[1].opc // fire N15: (x23) := AddN(w13, w10)
PU[0].outL → PU[0].inL // move x20
PU[0].outL → PU[0].inL // move x21
PU[1].outL → PU[1].inL // move x21
PU[1].outL → PU[1].inL // move x22
PU[0].outL → PU[0].inL // move x22
PU[0].outL → PU[0].inL // move x20
PU[1].outL → PU[1].inL // move x20
AddN → PU[0].opc // fire N16: (v20, w20) := Dup(x20)
AddN → PU[1].opc // fire N17: (v21, x21) := Dup(x23)
AddN → PU[0].opc // fire N18: (v22, w22) := Dup(x21)
AddN → PU[1].opc // fire N19: (v23, w23) := Dup(x22)
PU[0].outL → PU[0].inL // move v20
PU[1].outL → PU[1].inL // move v20
PU[0].outR → PU[0].inL // move v20
PU[1].outR → PU[1].inL // move w20
PU[0].outR → PU[0].inL // move v20
PU[1].outR → PU[1].inL // move v20
AddN → PU[0].opc // fire N20: (x30) := AddN(v20, v21)
AddN → PU[1].opc // fire N21: (x31) := AddN(w22, v23)
AddN → PU[0].opc // fire N22: (x32) := AddN(w23, w22)
AddN → PU[1].opc // fire N23: (x33) := AddN(w21, w20)
PU[0].outL → x30 // move x30
PU[1].outL → x32 // move x32
PU[1].outL → x31 // move x31
PU[1].outL → x33 // move x33
PU[0].outR → PU[0].outL // move v30
PU[1].outR → PU[1].outL // move v32
PU[1].outR → PU[1].outL // move v31
PU[1].outR → PU[1].outL // move v33
PU[0].outR → PU[0].outL // move w30
PU[1].outR → PU[1].outL // move w32
PU[1].outR → PU[1].outL // move w31
PU[1].outR → PU[1].outL // move w33
PU[0].outL → PU[0].outL // move x30
PU[1].outL → PU[1].outL // move x32
PU[1].outL → PU[1].outL // move x31
PU[1].outL → PU[1].outL // move x33

Figure 4. Move Code for Program MinTwoPUSNeeded

Figure 5. DPN buf0rdNeeded has no critical crossing.

Figure 5 shows the graphical representation of the DPN with the following node ordering:

\[
p_2 < p_0 < p_1 < p_3 < q_2 < q_1 < q_0 < q_3
\]

Mapping all nodes to the same PU, we have to make sure that all crossing edges refer to different virtual channels by Theorem 8. By checking all pairs of buffers, we find the following nine crossings that are all uncritical, i.e., we have \( src_i \neq src_j \) or \( tgt_i \neq tgt_j \) in each case:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DPN buffer</th>
<th>VC</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>DPN buffer</th>
<th>VC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>v0 : p0 → q0</td>
<td>outL → inL</td>
<td>w1 : p1 → q1</td>
<td>outR → inL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v0 : p0 → q0</td>
<td>outL → inL</td>
<td>v3 : p3 → q1</td>
<td>outL → inR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v0 : p0 → q0</td>
<td>outL → inL</td>
<td>v1 : p1 → q2</td>
<td>outL → inR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w2 : p2 → q0</td>
<td>outR → inR</td>
<td>w1 : p1 → q1</td>
<td>outR → inL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w2 : p2 → q0</td>
<td>outR → inR</td>
<td>v3 : p3 → q1</td>
<td>outL → inR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w2 : p2 → q0</td>
<td>outR → inR</td>
<td>v1 : p1 → q2</td>
<td>outL → inR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w0 : p0 → q3</td>
<td>outR → inR</td>
<td>w0 : p0 → q3</td>
<td>outR → inR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w0 : p0 → q3</td>
<td>outR → inR</td>
<td>v3 : p3 → q1</td>
<td>outL → inR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w0 : p0 → q3</td>
<td>outR → inR</td>
<td>v1 : p1 → q2</td>
<td>outL → inR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Still, we cannot generate move code as discussed below. Theorem 8 gives us ordering constraints for the edges that are fulfilled in the above example. However, the ‘ordering’ of edges must really be an ordering, i.e., it must be transitive, and acyclic which is not possible in this example: Computing the streams as discussed in the previous section yields:

\[
\begin{align*}
PU[0].inL & : x_2, x_0, x_1, x_3, v_2, w_1, v_0, w_3 \\
PU[0].inR & : v_1, v_3, w_2, w_0 \\
PU[0].outL & : v_2, v_0, v_1, v_3, y_2, y_1, y_0, y_3 \\
PU[0].outR & : w_2, w_0, w_1, w_3 \\
\end{align*}
\]

Clearly, we may first move the input values to inL, and can then fire the D nodes p2, p0, p1, p3 to finish the first level. After this, we can still move v2 from PU[0].outL to PU[0].inL, but then, we get stuck with the following situation where all heads of the input and output buffers differ:

\[
\begin{align*}
PU[0].inL & : w_1, v_0, w_3 \\
PU[0].inR & : v_1, v_3, w_2, w_0 \\
PU[0].outL & : v_0, v_1, v_3, y_2, y_1, y_0, y_3 \\
PU[0].outR & : w_2, w_0, w_1, w_3 \\
\end{align*}
\]
Hence, we cannot generate move code for this node ordering although we satisfy the crossing constraints of Theorem 8.

To understand why this is the case, consider the following constraints for the edge ordering ⊑ that are derived from the nine crossings in Figure 5 according to Theorem 8:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>v0 x w1 ~ w1 ⊑ v0</th>
<th>v0 x v1 ~ v1 ⊑ v0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w0 x w1 ~ w1 ⊑ w1</td>
<td>v0 x v1 ~ v1 ⊑ v1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w1 x v1 ~ v1 ⊑ v1</td>
<td>w1 x v0 ~ v0 ⊑ v1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above constraints on the edge ordering preclude the generation of move code since they induce a cyclic relation: We have the following four cycles

- w1 ⊑ v0 ⊑ v3 ⊑ w0 ⊑ w1
- w1 ⊑ v0 ⊑ v1 ⊑ v0 ⊑ w1
- w1 ⊑ v0 ⊑ v3 ⊑ w0 ⊑ v2
- w1 ⊑ v0 ⊑ v1 ⊑ v2 ⊑ w1

We therefore have to make sure that the constraints of Theorem 8 are satisfied by a suitable edge ordering, i.e., an ordering relation that satisfies these constraints. There are node orderings where we can satisfy the constraints of Theorem 8 but cannot find a consistent edge ordering that will do so.

6 Computing Node and Edge Orderings

The previous section makes clear that BED code generation requires us to determine a node ordering with a related edge ordering such that these orderings satisfy the crossing constraints of Theorem 8. In this section, we reduce this problem to a SAT problem (since it is NP-complete) such that SAT solvers can determine the required orderings for a given number of PUs (if possible). Compared to other SAT or ILP encodings like [5, 7, 17, 36], our results about virtual channel encodings like [5, 7, 17, 36], our results about virtual channel encodings like [5, 7, 17, 36], our results about virtual channel encodings like [5, 7, 17, 36]

Definition 7 (SAT Constraints). Consider a leveled DPN with nodes $\mathcal{P} := \bigcup_{i=1}^{m} L_i$, disjoint levels $L_i \cap L_j = \{\}$, and buffers $B$ where each buffer $b : p \rightarrow q$ connects nodes of successive levels, i.e., $p \in L_i$ implies $q \in L_{i+1}$. The following constraints using propositional variables $\alpha_{p,k}$ that hold when DPN node $p$ is assigned to PU $k$, a strict ordering relation $\prec$ on the nodes, and a strict ordering relation $\sqsubseteq$ on the edges, encode the schedulability problem for $q$ PUs:

- existence of a strict DPN node ordering $\prec$:
  - irreflexivity: $\neg p \prec p$ for all nodes $p$
  - transitivity: for all levels $L_i$ and nodes $p_1, p_2, p_3 \in L_i$, we add $p_1 \prec p_2 \land p_2 \prec p_3 \rightarrow p_1 \prec p_3$
  - level totality: for all levels $L_i$ and nodes $p_1, p_2 \in L_i$ with $p_1 \neq p_2$, we add $p_1 \prec p_2 \lor p_2 \prec p_1$

- existence of a strict DPN edge ordering $\sqsubseteq$:
  - irreflexivity: $\neg b \sqsubseteq b$ for all buffers $b$
  - transitivity: for all pairs $L_i, L_{i+1}$ of levels, and buffers $b_1, b_2, b_3$ between $L_i$ and $L_{i+1}$, we add the constraint $b_1 \sqsubseteq b_2 \land b_2 \sqsubseteq b_3 \rightarrow b_1 \sqsubseteq b_3$
  - level totality: for all pairs $L_i, L_{i+1}$ of levels, and buffers $b_1, b_2$ between $L_i$ and $L_{i+1}$ with $b_1 \neq b_2$, we add $b_1 \sqsubseteq b_2 \lor b_2 \sqsubseteq b_1$

- PU assignment
  - all DPN nodes $p \in \mathcal{P}$ are assigned to a PU 1, . . . , $q$:
    $$\bigwedge_{p \in \mathcal{P}} \bigwedge_{k=1}^{q} \alpha_{p,k}$$
  - DPN nodes are assigned to no more than one PU:
    $$\bigwedge_{p \in \mathcal{P}} \bigwedge_{k=1}^{q} (\alpha_{p,k} \rightarrow \bigwedge_{j=1}^{k} \neg \alpha_{p,j})$$

- crossing constraints: for all pairs $L_i, L_{i+1}$ of levels, edges $b_1 : p_1 \rightarrow q_1$ and $b_2 : p_2 \rightarrow q_2$ with $p_1, p_2 \in L_i$ and $q_1, q_2 \in L_{i+1}$, we define the (functions inBf($b$) and outBf($b$) determine which input or output port of a PU is used by buffer $b$ according to Definition 6):
  - samePU($p_1, p_2$) := $\forall_{k \in \mathbb{N}_1} (\alpha_{p_1,k} \land \alpha_{p_2,k})$
  - srcEQ := outBf($b_1$) = outBf($b_2$) \land samePU($p_1, p_2$)
  - tgtEQ := inBf($b_1$) = inBf($b_2$) \land samePU($q_1, q_2$)

Using the above, we then define the following constraints to ensure that the edge ordering $\sqsubseteq$ is consistent with the node ordering $\prec$:

- $p_1 \prec p_2 \land \text{srcEQ} \rightarrow b_1 \sqsubseteq b_2$
- $q_2 \prec q_1 \land \text{tgtEQ} \rightarrow b_2 \sqsubseteq b_1$

The crossing constraints essentially specify the FIFO behavior of the buffers: First, the constraint $p_1 \prec p_2 \land \text{srcEQ} \rightarrow b_1 \sqsubseteq b_2$ specifies that if tokens at $b_1, b_2$ are produced and written to the same FIFO buffer in that order, it is required that the copy instructions are ordered as $b_1 \sqsubseteq b_2$ so that $b_1$ is moved out of this buffer before $b_2$. Second, $q_2 \prec q_1 \land \text{tgtEQ} \rightarrow b_2 \sqsubseteq b_1$ specifies that if tokens $b_2, b_1$ are consumed from the same FIFO buffer in that order, it is required that the move instructions are ordered as $b_2 \sqsubseteq b_1$ so that $b_2$ is moved into this buffer before $b_1$.

Note also that the latter constraints imply the following condition which is the unsolvable case in Theorem 8:

$$\neg(p_1 \prec p_2 \land q_2 \prec q_1 \land \text{srcEQ} \land \text{tgtEQ})$$

Moreover, note that $p_1 \prec p_2 \land \text{srcEQ} \rightarrow b_1 \sqsubseteq b_2$ and $q_2 \prec q_1 \land \text{tgtEQ} \rightarrow b_2 \sqsubseteq b_1$ are equivalent to srcEQ $\rightarrow (p_1 \prec p_2 \rightarrow b_1 \sqsubseteq b_2)$ and tgtEQ $\rightarrow (q_2 \prec q_1 \rightarrow b_2 \sqsubseteq b_1)$, respectively. Hence, node orderings and edge orderings determine each other.

Finally, note that we do not care about the ordering of nodes of different levels in the SAT constraints; they may be arbitrarily ordered or may not be in ordering relation at all.

A solution to the above SAT constraints yields a strict total ordering for the nodes of each level, a strict total ordering of the buffers between the levels, and an assignment of the nodes to the PUs such that we can generate a BED program. The converse is also the case:

Note that we can identify tokens (values) $b_i$ with their unique move instruction $b_i : p_i \rightarrow q_i$ in that we use the same name for both.
Theorem 9. Every move code program for a BED machine satisfies the SAT constraints of Definition 7, and any solution of the SAT constraints of Definition 7 yields a correct BED program. In particular, the level-wise arrangement of the edge ordering directly yields the move code program.

Proof. Clearly, the SAT constraints are all necessary, i.e., any move code program will satisfy them. For the converse implication, we have to prove that if the SAT constraints are met, then also a move code program can be derived. Assume, on the contrary, that a node ordering $\prec$, an edge ordering $\sqsubseteq$, and an assignment of nodes of a leveled DPN to PUs of a BED machine satisfies the SAT constraints of Definition 7, but does not yield a correct move program. That is, the move code generation according to Section 5.4 gets stuck in a situation where all heads of input and output buffers differ.

In this situation, assume that $b_1$ is at the head of some input buffer, w.l.o.g. in[0]. Then $b_1$ must also be a part of some output buffer, w.l.o.g out[0], however not at its head. Assume that $b_2$ is at the head of out[0] as shown in the streams in the left column below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>in[0]</th>
<th>: b1;...;b4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in[1]</td>
<td>: b3;...;b2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>out[0] : b2;...;b1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>out[1] : b4;...;b3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>out[2] : ...;...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>in[0]</th>
<th>: b1;...;b4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in[1]</td>
<td>: b3;...;b2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>out[0] : b2;...;b1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>out[1] : b4;...;b3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>out[2] : ...;...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clearly, $b_2$ must also be in some input buffer, but not at the head. If $b_2$ would be behind $b_1$ in input buffer in[0], then the edges $p_1 \rightarrow q_1$ and $p_2 \rightarrow q_2$ in the DPN corresponding to buffers $b_1$ and $b_2$ will cross and srcEQ $\land$ tgtEQ will hold for $b_1$ and $b_2$ since they share the same virtual channel out[0] $\rightarrow$ in[0]. This reduces the crossing constraint to false which therefore contradicts our assumption that the SAT constraints of Definition 7 were satisfied.

Therefore, $b_2$ must be in some input buffer other than in[0]. W.l.o.g assume that $b_2$ is in input buffer in[1] whose head is $b_3$ as shown in the right column above. Again, $b_3$ must also occur in some output buffer, but not at the head. If $b_3$ would be behind $b_2$ in output buffer out[0], then the edges corresponding to $b_2$ and $b_3$ would cross and srcEQ $\land$ tgtEQ will hold for $b_2$ and $b_3$ since they share the same virtual channel out[0] $\rightarrow$ in[1]. Again, the crossing constraint would then reduce to false which would contradict our assumption that the SAT constraints of Definition 7 are satisfied. Therefore, $b_3$ must be in some output buffer other than out[0]. W.l.o.g assume that $b_3$ is in the output buffer out[1] with $b_4$ at its head as shown in the left column below.

Again, $b_4$ must also be in some input buffer, but not at the head. Arguing similarly as above, we conclude that the crossing constraint excludes that $b_4$ is behind $b_3$ in in[1]. Therefore, $b_4$ must be in some input buffer other than in[1].

Now, assume that $b_4$ is behind $b_1$ in in[0]. Then, the edge ordering $b_4 \sqsubseteq b_3$ (from out[1]), $b_3 \sqsubseteq b_2$ (from in[1]), $b_2 \sqsubseteq b_1$ (from out[0]), and $b_1 \sqsubseteq b_4$ (from in[0]) would close a cycle $b_4 \sqsubseteq b_3 \sqsubseteq b_2 \sqsubseteq b_1 \sqsubseteq b_4$ which contradicts the strict DPN edge ordering constraint in Definition 7. Thus, $b_4$ must be in some input buffer other than in[0] and in[1]. W.l.o.g. we may assume that $b_4$ is in input buffer in[2] with $b_5$ at its head as shown above.

Clearly, we can continue the same line of argument until no more buffers are left in the BED processor, at which point we cannot find a stream for the final buffer without contradicting the SAT constraints. This proves that if the SAT constraints are satisfied, then the move code generation according to Section 5.4 must successfully yield a correct BED program.

7 Conclusions

Buffered exposed datapath (BED) architectures are novel processor architectures that consist of a network of PUs whose I/O ports are endowed with FIFO buffers to avoid an unnecessary synchronization of the PUs. This paper suggests to use DPNs as intermediate representation of programs for code generation for these BED architectures. Inspired by results on queue layouts in graph drawing, the paper refines these results and points out their use for code generation from DPNs for BED architectures. In particular, a given DPN first has to be leveled, so that all incoming edges of each node stem from producer nodes of the previous level. This is equivalent to scheduling the DPN nodes for a fully parallel execution schedule where all nodes of a level are executed by different PUs in parallel. If less PUs are to be used, an ordering of the nodes is required that satisfies the criteria of Theorem 8 and Definition 7 for the virtual channels of the BED architecture. Implementations of the code generator using a SAT solver can be found on our web pages\footnote{https://es.cs.uni-kl.de/tools/teaching/ScadCodeGen.html and https://es.cs.uni-kl.de/tools/teaching/MiniC.html}. Future work has to develop heuristics for computing node and edge orderings that satisfy the constraints outlined in this paper.